Famous Sweethearts

Guess the famous sweethearts based on three clues!
1. You need an emcee (that person does not play the game)
2. Divide the group into two teams and flip coin to determine who goes first
3. Objective—guess the famous sweethearts with the fewest number of clues
4. Emcee reads first clue to first team up. If they can’t guess or guess wrong, Emcee reads second clue, again no winning guess, Emcee reads third clue—no winning guess the question goes to the opposing team and they get a fourth clue. NOTE: Teams must agree and offer 1 team answer per clue read.
5. Scoring—Guess correct on one clue = 4 pts, Guess correct on two clues = 3 pts., Guess correct on one clue = 2 points, Opposing team guesses on 4 clues = 2 points
6. After each time has had 10 sets of clues to guess, tally scores and highest point team wins! Tie breaker included

CLUES AND ANSWERS

♦ Alps, Nazis, Nuns—4th clue if needed: Singing Answer: Maria and Capt. Von Trapp = The Sound of Music
♦ Boy, Vines, Jungle—4th clue if needed Cheeta Answer: Tarzan and Jane
♦ Astronaut, Master, Christina Aguilera song—4th clue if needed: 60’s TV show—Jeannie and Capt. Nelson—I Dream of Jeannie
♦ War, Atlanta, Antebellum—4th clue if needed: “don’t know nothin bout birthin babies “- Scarlett and Rhett Butler—Gone with the Wind
♦ Creepy, Haunted House, Broadway Show—4th clue if needed: Lurch —Morticia and Gomez—The Addams Family
♦ Bandleader, Bongos, Redhead—4th clue if needed: Cuban —Lucy and Desi—I Love Lucy
♦ News reporters, Alien, Speeding bullet—4th clue if needed: Kryptonite—Superman and Lois Lane
♦ Lovers, suicide, Capulet —4th clue if needed : Italy—Romeo and Juliet
♦ Naked, Serpent, Apple—4th clue if needed : Genesis, Naked—Adam and Eve
♦ Blonde, Buff, Plastic—4th clue if needed: Not alive—Barbie and Ken
♦ Boulders, Prehistoric, Dino —4th clue if needed: Cavemen,—Fred and Wilma Flintstone (Barney and Betty, acceptable answer)
♦ Bible, Census, Stable—4th clue if needed: Bethlehem—Mary and Joseph
♦ Palm Springs, Singers, Bob Mackie outfits—4th clue if needed: I got you babe—Sonny and Cher
♦ New York, Paleontologist, Famous Haircut—4th clue if needed: 90’s sitcom: Ross and Rachel= Friends
♦ Asp, Caesar, Nile River—4th clue if needed: Egypt Cleopatra and Mark Anthony
♦ Alabama, Runner, Shrimp—4th clue if needed: box of chocolates Forrest Gump and Jenny
♦ Virginia, Indian, Settlers—4th clue if needed: Disney—Pochantos and John Smith
♦ Trigger, Cowboys, Roast Beef sandwiches—NO 4th CLUE —Roy Rogers and Dale Evans
♦ Movie stars, One name, Adoptions—4th clue if needed: twins : Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie (Brangelina)
♦ Soccer, Fashion Line, Posh—4th clue if needed : A Spice: David and Victoria Beckham
♦ TIE BREAKER: NYC, Famous Foursome, Tom’s Restaurant—4th clue if needed: Soup Nazi.. Jerry, Elaine, George and Kramer
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